Dealing with Exam Results

It's normal to feel a whole range of things before or after you get your exam results. How you feel is probably related to your expectations, and those of people close to you. There are ways you can deal with the pressure of expectations. No exam result is so important that it will stop you achieving your goals in the long term.

DEALING WITH EXAM RESULTS:
Getting exam results is a stressful experience. It can be really devastating if your marks don't allow you to continue your degree as planned, or you feel like you haven't done well enough to live up to expectations – whether they're yours, your family's or someone else's.

HOW RESULTS CAN AFFECT YOU:
Whether you're waiting for results, or you've already got them, you could experience any of the following as part of 'exam panic': disappointment or depression, stress or anxiety, happiness or excitement, guilt, confusion or sadness, illness, numbness and/or anger.

DEALING WITH PRESSURE AND EXPECTATIONS
You could be someone who gets motivated and energised by pressure and expectation. But even if you are like that, both pressure and expectation can become too much, and end up harming your performance and outlook more than they help. There are some things you can do to deal with pressure. They include:

- talking to someone outside the situation, like a friend or counsellor
- talking to the person setting the expectations, and try to make it clear they're not helping
- re-setting your own expectations – they could be unrealistic or un-helpful
- checking that your goals are what you still really want
- taking some space – go for a walk, play sports or video games and give your brain a break
- writing down your feelings
- avoiding drugs and alcohol – they just help compound stress.

Also remember that your exam results are just that – marks given to one thing you wrote down, once. They're not a number that reflects your worth, and they won't stop you doing what you want in the long-term. There may be options to sit a supplementary exam, transfer be-tweeen uni courses or make up subjects in the summer semester.

FAILED A COURSE?
Failing a course can be pretty tough particularly if you don’t expect it. There are a couple of common situations, but the lesson to take away from failing a course or subject is that it ultimately doesn’t reflect on your value and talents. There are always things you can do to make things better.

When it comes to failing assessment or whole subjects/courses, there are a couple of things you can do to make you get back into it and work on building your confidence up again.

SOME REASONS FOR FAILING:
Struggling to get work done. Sometimes there’s too much going on. You have friends, family, work, relationships and general life stuff. Fitting study into a hectic schedule can sometimes be a hugely overwhelming task.

If this is the reason for failing, it’s a matter of working out how to balance it all. Deciding what your priorities are, time management and having the ability to step back and say no is the key.

Don’t like your course. Sometimes you’ve chosen your elective or your course and thought it was just the thing for you. Then you get on the course and realise that it’s not what you thought it would be. However, just because it’s not for you that doesn’t mean you won’t find something that you like. Have a look around, check out your options and see if there’s another course or subject that appeals a bit more.

Not keeping up. The challenge with uni is that each person in the class has a different learning style and speed. Teachers and lecturers often try to aim their classes at the majority - the medium speed learners. If you feel you’re lagging and not able to keep up, don’t be afraid to talk to your teacher or lecturer about what you can do. The sooner you talk to someone about it, the easier it will be to resolve. Your speed of learning doesn’t reflect anything about your intelligence or ability.

Not able to complete the course. For whatever reason, sometimes we just have to bow out of a course or subject that's not working well. Whether it’s to do with personal stuff or just generally feeling overwhelmed, it’s nothing to feel bad about. If the reason has to do with how you’re feeling or if you’re just too stressed to complete it, you might be experiencing something that won’t be cured with a quick fix. You might benefit from reading a bit more about how to manage stress.
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